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Mr Speaker, I am very grateful for the opportunity. Mr Speaker, I would also like to join the Hon 

Member who made the Statement in congratulating Hon Alban Bagbin for serving 25 years and 

counting in Parliament. Mr Speaker, having been in this Parliament for a few months, I actually 

wonder sometimes how one is able to do seven terms and counting in Ghana’s Parliament. I see 

the role of the Member of Parliament as a very complex job. In fact, I see a Member of Parliament 

as one of the most complex managers one can ever come across. Dealing with domestic and 

international official duties and all sorts of demands, I believe strongly that to do 25 years is 

worth commending.  

Mr Speaker, I have also had the opportunity to experience Hon Alban Bagbin. He was very kind 

and generous to my good self and, in fact, that made me understand why he is usually referred 

to as, “the father of the House”. Mr Speaker, I particularly followed him when he was the Minority 

Leader in Parliament and I must say that he was one of the leaders who was very critical and yet 

civil on a lot of issues. Sometimes, he comes across as being very hard on the Government in 

power but at the same time very reasonable. Mr Speaker, there is one very important issue I 

would want to raise. When I entered this House, the first place I went to was the Library.  

From there, I went to the Mails Room. I was looking for a book that would teach me how to do, 

at least, two terms in Ghana’s Parliament. Unfortunately for me, I found, how to be an MP written 

by a British. In fact, I was not impressed at all. I would like to beg Hon Alban Bagbin to write a 

book for some of us. Doing 25 years is very great but the greater job is to teach us how to do 25 

years also. Mr Speaker, I wish that the forword of that book would be written by the Hon Majority 

Leader, who also has tremendous experience in this particular Parliament. I see a lot of things in 

Hon Alban Bagbin. He is not only a “father of the House”. He has held so many positions. I believe 

there are only a few ones left –– like Ambassador-at-Large and possibly, a presidential candidate. 

Mr Speaker, I would like to urge him to write a book for us and also pray that God gives him 

strength, so that whatever he desires to pursue in the future, he would succeed as he has 

succeeded in this Parliament. 

With these few words, I am grateful for the opportunity, Mr Speaker. 


